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POWER CORRECTION SYSTEMS INC.
BUILDING MATERIALS INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES
SYSTEMS:CEMENT AND RAW MILLS,KILNS,ETC
SMALL, TURNKEY CEMENT PLANTS
LARGE CLINKER GRINDING PLANTS
WE BUILD:
1.
2.
3.

INTRODUCTION

Complete, turn-key, small Cement Plants worldwide
Plant capacities range from 100 to 600 tons per day
Large clinker grinding plants. Up to 1600 TPD

WE PROVIDE:
1.
2.
3.
4.

All the mechanical, electrical, laboratory and control equipment
Engineering, erection and commissioning
Training to the local operating personnel
When required by the customer, plant’s managing and operating services

OUR STRENGTH:

1. We build complete, small turnkey plants at a fraction of a cost required for larger plants
2. Cost of finalized material is a fraction of that at larger plants due to state-of-the-art technology
and lower usage of power and fuels per ton of cement produced
3. Capital recovery (project payback) is remarkably short
4. Complete plants could be operating in as little as 14 months after green lighting project
5. Smaller Cement Plants present investors with much quicker returns. Operating personnel
required is a fraction of that at large plants
6. New small Cement Plants fulfill a socio economic function as they generate employment and
local revenues. Local incentives and tax breaks may accelerate investment’s payback
7. Maintenance and operation of smaller plants are virtually trouble free
8. Local operating personnel are given full training to operate Cement plant in a cost effective
manner
9. We’ll continue to render assistance throughout the Plant’s operating life
10. Our team is composed of highly trained cement technologists

WE WORK WITH:

1. We primarily work with major industrial investors, construction companies, regional development
banks and government entities worldwide seeking to further develop the industrial base of their
respective countries
2. In addition to technical details, we also present cost/benefit analysis tailored to reflect local
conditions
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